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Response to the Hinkley C Connection Project Draft Route Proposal 

 

Compton Bishop Parish Council 

12th December 2012 

 

 

1. Draft Route 

The draft route has been sub-divided into 6 study areas, identified as A to G, and grouped into three 

Local Community Forum review areas, called North, Mendip and South. Local Community Forums 

(LCF) provided local knowledge of important details and features for each of these areas. Three 

other teams comprising statutory Consultees worked independently in ‘Thematic’ groups covering 

landscape, ecology/ biodiversity and historic issues.  

It was made clear by many of the Parish Councils and user group members that participation in 

consultations in this phase did not imply acceptance of the preferred route. 

 

2. Study Areas 

Compton Bishop Parish is located within Study Area C: Mendip Hills AONB. Immediately to the south 

lies the parish of Badgworth & Biddisham which is located within Study Area B: Somerset Levels and 

Moors.  

  

2.1. Study Area B : Somerset Levels & Moors South 

2.1.1. The proposal is to replace the 132kV overhead lines and towers with larger 

overhead lines and larger towers running between the proposed Sealing End 

Compound (SEC) in Biddisham and the proposed SEC at Horsey. The replacement 

towers and cables are of significantly larger mass, albeit with slightly fewer 

towers. The creation of this new sky line will dominate the landscape of the 

Somerset Levels and distant vantage points. 

2.1.2. These huge cables, their supporting structures and the adverse impact on people, 

homes, businesses and landscape are unacceptable and unnecessary. Total 

undergrounding from the Mendip Hills to the proposed Sealing End Compound at 

Horsey Levels would be preferable but other technological alternatives are 

available to enable sub-sea or gas insulated line connections. 

2.1.3. The Somerset Levels, in this area and beyond, provide a flat open landscape which 

is unique. There is no opportunity to mitigate against the visual intrusion of 

massive pylons, their associated heavy cable, large insulators, and their regular 

uniform shape. The proposed Sealing End Compound is a large mass of a structure 

which does not lend itself, in any way, to being concealed or hidden from view. 

The suggestion, by National Grid, that an existing footbridge over the M5 and 

screening by trees, which will never grow to 47 metres, is both ludicrous and 

insulting.  

2.1.4. The proposed route through Tarnock and Mark does not avoid impacting the local 

community and passes close to residential and commercial properties and is 

unacceptable. An overhead installation in these areas is unacceptable and 

continuation of the AONB undergrounding is necessary for both these locations.  
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2.1.5. In 2010 Somerset County Council had to cancel a project which was seeking World 

Heritage Site status for the Somerset Levels and Moors due to the financial 

reductions demanded of the County budget. It is conceivable that this nomination 

will be reviewed in the future. Significant harm would be posed to the potential 

protected status of the Levels if larger overhead lines were to be introduced 

discordant with characteristics of this site. 

2.1.6. Compton Bishop Parish Council Response: The increase in bulk and mass of the 

infrastructure proposed for the new 400kV Overhead Lines is unacceptable. The 

impact on the visual aspects of the Somerset Levels would be severely 

compromised for the many generations to come. The impact on people, their 

property and livelihood is an unacceptable price to pay. Compton Bishop PC re-

iterates its position regarding the only acceptable options for this infrastructure 

which is that alternative options must be employed, either undergrounding from 

the Mendip AONB to Horsey SEC or Sub-sea for the total route.  

 

 

2.2. Study Area C : Mendip Hills AONB 

2.2.1. The major part of this AONB area is within the parish of Compton Bishop.  

2.2.2. Compton Bishop is a small parish on the northern boundary of Sedgemoor and 

part of the Mendip Hills AONB. Our hills and countryside are enjoyed by many 

hundreds of people who come from near and far to walk and enjoy the 

spectacular views from our most prominent feature, Crook Peak.  

2.2.3. From this summit of Mendip, the views to the north take in the picturesque Lox 

Yeo Valley bounded by the higher levels of Banwell Hill, Banwell Wood and 

Banwell Plain. To the west are views over the Bristol Channel, Steep Holm, Flat 

Holm, Brean Down and the distant outlines of the Quantocks and Exmoor to the 

south west. The southerly aspect is of unimpaired views sweeping across the wide 

open Somerset Levels to the natural key features of Brent Knoll and Glastonbury 

Tor which provide focal points for a panoramic vista which can be breath-taking. 

2.2.4. Compton Bishop Parish Council is pleased that National Grid has confirmed 

recognition of this area of AONB to be an ‘area of exceptional constraint’ and have 

applied their undergrounding policy to replace overhead with underground cables 

through the Lox Yeo Valley, just beside Crook Peak.  

2.2.5. However, just over one kilometre south of Crook Peak, the proposal to erect 

significant landscape features is unacceptable in this sensitive landscape setting. 

The grotesque Sealing End Compound planned will be the natural focal point for 

the beginning of a line of massive pylons and huge cables from Biddisham to 

Bridgwater.  

2.2.6. In combination with the M5, there will be a cumulative adverse effect on the 

value of the landscape of Mendip and The Levels and thus compromising the 

landmarks of Crook Peak, Brent Knoll and beyond. 

2.2.7. Compton Bishop Parish Council Response: The proposed undergrounding through 

the Lox Yeo Valley to Biddisham is welcomed. However, National Grid has not 

recognised that the amenity value of the AONB is provided not only from within 

the immediate location but also in the wider surrounding area. It should be 
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recognised that the Resource Management Act (1991) defines amenity values as 

“the qualities and conditions which contribute to the pleasantness, harmony and 

coherence of the environment and to its better enjoyment for any use”. Failure to 

recognise this by positioning a large Sealing End Compound and a string of large 

pylon towers, prominent on the skyline of the Somerset Levels, would seriously be 

to the detriment of the pleasantness, harmony and coherence of the environment 

and the enjoyment of its permitted use. Compton Bishop PC considers that the 

AONB would be compromised and that the area referred to as Route B should 

be totally underground or placed on a full sub-sea route.    

   

3. Consultation Procedure 

3.1. Parish Councils and Community Forum members do not consider that NG’s consultation 

process has been receptive to challenges. A standard response that constraints are imposed 

by Ofgem and by Government legislation and guidelines has not been helpful. There 

appears to have been no attempt, by NG, to challenge these perceived constraints with 

regulatory or governmental bodies. 

3.2. A particular concern is the lack of forward thinking to satisfy the concerns for people, 

property and the environment.  

3.3. The feedback from Stages 1 and 2 of the consultation identified an overwhelming response 

to reject the option to install overhead lines. National Grid appears to have ignored this 

response and failed to respond satisfactorily.  

3.4. The most popular option for sub-sea connection has been repeatedly dismissed out-of-hand 

by NG as more expensive. 

3.5. NG’s undergrounding costs appear to be based on their preferred overhead route which 

may not be the best suited for undergrounding, resulting in artificially inflated costs. NG has 

not produced an option to include a defined, viable route for undergrounding. 

3.6. A recent NG survey identified that the general public are willing to pay a supplement on 

their electricity bills to fund the additional costs for undergrounding. This has not been 

taken forward. 

3.7. The public identified that the 2009 Optioneering report did not refer to Gas Insulated Lines 

as an option which appears to be a more satisfactory method to avoid OHL’s and reduce 

underground costs. This option was included in the 2011 reassessment of the Optioneering 

study but has been dismissed by NG as being unsuitable. 

3.8. There appears to be a conscious effort, by NG, to isolate consultation groups, e.g. 

Community Forums and Thematic Groups. This has prevented, sharing of facts, local 

knowledge and issues which may compromise an equitable and satisfactory conclusion. 

3.9. Community forums have not been a satisfactory vehicle for information exchange. Parish 

Councils have experienced, from NG, a continuing intransigency when challenged which 

clearly has an effect on a would-be working relationship.  

3.10. The requirement for representatives of local groups and Parish Councils to 

participate in the consultation has been a major issue. The project management timescales 

have not recognised that this role is undertaken by un-paid volunteers working in their 

spare time and reporting to their community. Their activity has to be authorised by their 

community group, Parish Council and parishioners. To satisfactorily achieve this, the 

massive volume of documentation has to be read, digested and independently summarised. 
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This daunting task has resulted in a reduction in the number of Parish Councils able to 

commit resources to effectively participate in the consultation.  

 

4. The project 

The title of the project,’ Hinkley C Connection’ is misleading for the general public as it did not 

identify one significant objective until later in stages 1 and 2. Participants in the consultation process 

were informed that the project has two objectives, one to link Hinkley C to the grid and the other to 

enhance the grid to provide greater security of supply in the South West. The latter would appear to 

be the most significant.  

 

4.1. Consultation Stages 

  

4.1.1.   Stage 1 of the Connection Project defined the need and strategic options for a 

network connection request from EDF.  

a. A Strategic Optioneering Report was published in December 2009 which, in 

general, provided support for the OHL options and dismissed sub-sea and 

undergrounding. 

b.  Some elements in the content of the Optioneering report were challenged 

regarding completeness and in particular the costs associated with 

undergrounding and sub-sea connection.  

c. A review of this report was published in 2011 and subsequently a 

reassessment produced in August of the same year. Local communities and 

Parish Councils did not feel that the issues raised had been satisfactorily 

addressed.  

4.1.2.  Stage 2 of the Connection Project defined and consulted on the route corridors for 

the Hinkley Point C connection. 

a. The Preferred Route was originally identified in a 2007 TEP report 

commissioned by NG in response to EDF’s connection request. This was published 

by National Grid in 2009 as the Route Corridor Study which offered a route which 

generally followed the existing 132Kv overhead lines. 

4.1.3.   Stage 3 of the Connection Project detailed the connection and draft route which 

will be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate. 

 

5. T Pylons 

NG is considering the option of installing the new ‘T-pylon’ instead of the traditional lattice pylon. 

The solid construction of these T-pylons would be more visible and are not currently installed in the 

UK. The large cables would be connected on two arms, rather than being spread across three arms 

on the traditional lattice pylon. The resulting concentration of cables would add to the solid mass 

and be highly intrusive in an open landscape. Compton Bishop PC considers that T-pylons would be 

inappropriate for the Somerset Levels.  

 

6. Comment 

6.1. As this Hinkley C Connection Project progresses to the final preparation of the Application 

for Planning Consent, the flaws in the consultation process becomes ever more apparent. 
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6.1.1. It has to be recognised that a connection project has not been undertaken for 

many years. NG appears to be applying the same techniques as they would have 

many decades ago. The distribution of the population over these decades has had 

a significant impact on towns, villages and the countryside. Also, attitudes have 

changed towards large corporate enterprises when they impose their attitude and 

practice on the general public, especially when change directly affects their 

environment.  

The Hinkley C Connection Proposals did not, at the outset, consider the long period 

and serious impact of construction of access roads, delivery of components along 

small rural roads and the long period of construction. The disruption to business and 

private lives will be extremely detrimental to the residents living near to the access 

points and works.  

Adequate consideration for the people should require avoidance of all amenities 

throughout the Hinkley C Connection project. For this reason the sub-sea or GIL 

should be the only options being considered by NG.  

6.1.2. From the outset the only option being fully considered has been an overhead 

route following the existing 132kV route from Bridgwater to Avonmouth. 

Alternate routes for a suitable and specific route for undergrounding or sub-sea 

have been opposed in any consultation forum by National Grid. 

6.1.3. In selecting a connection method and route, NG has not considered the cost or 

impact on the public (see 6.1.1 above)  

6.1.4. The Planning Act, Electricity Act and Ofgem have been cited as the reason why NG 

is obliged to propose the most ‘economic’ route. Given that the vast majority of 

respondents to Stages 1 and 2 of the consultation did not want overhead lines, NG 

has not been seen to attempt to lobby parliament to review the restrictions 

imposed by this legislation. It has appeared to be a protective ‘cloak’ for NG to 

continue their singular approach which is at odds with the general public. 

6.1.5. It is not clear whether the Optioneering report included the costs associated with 
the many public consultations, environmental studies, etc. The omission of these 
would result in incorrect total cost figures being used for selection of the 
proposed connection method and route, which is largely based upon costs. It is 
noted that these additional costs are required for overhead connections only. 

6.1.6. The Hinkley C Connection project provides a ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ opportunity to 

remove the visual blight of overhead electricity transmission lines and restore the 

Somerset levels to their former state.  We all have a responsibility to residents, 

tourists and future generations to enhance rather than continue the erosion of 

our landscape heritage.  

 

7. Conclusion 

Compton Bishop Parish Council considers that the proposals for the Draft Route for overhead lines 

and associated towers are totally unacceptable and confirms its mandate to promote and achieve a 

sub-sea or total undergrounding solution.  

 


